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Abstract

Theoretical biology has largely ignored Darwin�s true evolution

model� In his famous book about the origin of species Darwin dis�

cusses detailed the importance of a population structure on evolution�

He conjectures that a large continent which will exist for long periods

in a broken condition� will be the most favourable for the production

of many new forms of life� We have called this conjecture Darwin�s

continent cycle theory� In this paper we will investigate some of Dar�

win�s arguments in support of his theory by simulating an arti�cial

ecology with the parallel genetic algorithm PGA� The arti�cial ecol�

ogy consists of a population playing the Iterated Prisoner�s Dilemma�

The major emphasis of this paper is on the methodological questions

of the simulation� These are the genetic representation� the mapping

of the genotypes to phenotypes and the spatial population structure�

Keywords Genetic algorithms� evolution� population structures� prisoner�s
dilemma

� Introduction

The most complex systems we observe in nature are the results of evolution�
ary processes� This was conjectured by Charles Darwin in his famous book��
On the origin of species by means of natural selection���	Dar
���
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The idea of applying evolutionary strategies in computer algorithms dates
back as far as the invention of the �rst stored program computers� John von
Neumann already investigated the question of whether modelling evolution
on a computer could solve the complexity problem of programming� He in�
vented automata theory to research the question of whether the construction
of automata by automata can progress from simpler types to increasingly
complicated types �	vN����

Von Neumann stated the following important di�erence between natural
and arti�cial systems� �Today�s organisms are phylogenetically descended
from others which were vastly simpler than they are� so much simpler� in
fact� that it is inconceivable how any description of the later� complex organ�
ism could have existed in the earlier one�� But in most arti�cial systems the
situation is di�erent� � Everyone knows that a machine tool is more com�
plicated than the elements which can be made with it� and that� generally
speaking� an automaton A� which can make an automaton B� must have a
complete description of B and also rules on how to behave while e�ecting the
synthesis��

In the theory of cellular automaton� von Neumann was able to construct
an automaton which could reproduce itself� This result showed that repro�
duction was possible� Von Neumann was well aware of the other two im�
portant evolutionary processes � namely variation and selection� He decided
that knowledge about these two processes was not yet su�cient to incor�
porate them in his theory of automaton� �Con�icts between independent
organisms lead to consequences which� acording to the theory of natural se�
lection� are believed to furnish an important mechanism of evolution� Our
models lead to such con�ict situations� The conditions under which this mo�
tive for evolution can be e�ective here may be quite complicated ones� but
they deserve study��

Selection and variation are the basic components of the genetic algorithm
GA developed by John Holland 	Hol�
�� But the genetic representation con�
sists just of a simple binary bitstring� not a complex automaton� Nevertheless
the GA has been succesfully applied to many application areas� For a num�
ber of technical reasons we have extended the GA to the parallel genetic
algorithm PGA� The PGA is a totally distributed algorithm running with
maximal e�ciency on parallel computers� The major changes are

� The population is spatially structured�
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� The individuals themselves select the partner for mating�

� The o�spring replaces the parent�

� The individuals may actively improve their �tness during their life

The PGA models natural evolution more realistically than the GA� The
selection of individuals for mating is done within the population itself� The
GA in contrast models evolution by a centralized selection scheme�

We hoped to �nd arguments in favor for population structures in biologi�
cal textbooks� But we were very disappointed because most of the mathemat�
ical models abstract from the spatial population structure of the population�
The importance of spatial population structures on evolution is still contro�
versially discussed� as well in theoretical biology as in genetic algorithms�
We will give a short survey about mathematical models of spatial population
structures in section ��

But before we will summarize the impressive discussion about the in�u�
ence of population structures on evolution which can be found in Darwin�s
book�

� Darwin revisited

In the section �Circumstances favourable and unfavourable to Natural Se�
lection� Darwin tries to describe the in�uence of intercrossing� isolation and
number of individuals on the speed of evolution� Darwin mentions that this
is an extremely intricate subject� He argues very carefully� for example� �For
to ascertain whether a small isolated area or a large open area like a conti�
nent has been the most favourable for the production of new organic forms�
we ought to make comparisons within equal times� and this we are incapable
of doing��

Simulation makes such a comparison possible� It is of course impossi�
ble to simulate the real evolution of nature� so we have to �nd an arti�cial
environment which is nevertheless complex enough to model the important
aspects of evolution� As a �rst step we have decided to simulate an arti��
cial population where each individual plays a two�person game against the
other individuals� We have selected the Iterated Prisoner�s Dilemma IPD�
because it is surprisingly complex� Furthermore it is possible to compare
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our simulation results with theoretical results and simulations done by other
researchers�

In a series of papers we will try to follow step�by�step Darwin�s reason�
ing by simulation� We can cite here only Darwin�s major conclusion� � I
conclude that a large continental area� which will probably undergo many
oscillations of level� and which consequently will exist for long periods in a
broken condition� will be the most favourable for the production of many
new forms of life� likely to endure long and spread widely�� Darwin argues as
follows� In a large continent� there is severe competition� This leads to the
extinction of over�specialized species� But it is highly improbable that some�
thing new arises on a large continent� This happens much easier on small
islands� But if the islands are isolated for a long time� then over�specialized
forms will develop� So Darwin postulates� that the islands should reconvert
to a large continent� There will be again severe competition eliminating the
specialized forms� This brie�y sketches Darwin�s true evolution model� We
call Darwin�s conclusion the continent cycle theory� The interested reader is
highly recommended to read the above mentioned chapter in Darwin�s book�

Mainstream science seems not to have noticed or to have deliberately
neglected this section in Darwin�s book� Darwin�s true evolution model is a
non�equilibrium model� whereas all the popular Darwinian� Neo�Darwinian
and Synthesis theories are equilibrum models� Darwin views evolution as a
property of the organization of the organism� rather than as a property of
the matter of an individual organism�

Darwin�s arguments in favour of the continent cycle can also� with just
some minor changes� be applied to other areas like the invention of successful

scienti�c ideas or the e�cient organization of companies� Take the organiza�
tion of companies as an example� If the market �the environment is stable� a
large centralized company with severe internal competition is most e�ective�
If the company has to adapt to a changing market� the large company should
be subdivided into small companies which can adapt much faster�

It is this general aspect that gives Darwin�s true evolution theory such a
broad range of applications� ranging from arti�cial intelligence to sociology�
economy� psychology and philosophy�

The major emphasis of this paper will be on methodological questions
for at least two reasons� First we believe that methodological questions
are of utmost importance in a scienti�c �eld where it is almost impossible
to compare simulation results with actual experiments� Second� it is not
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possible to explain in one short paper all the simulation experiments which
are necessary to support or disprove Darwin�s continent cycle theory�

� Spatial population structures

Several researchers in biology have tried to investigate the importance of
spatial population structures for evolution � without ever refering to Darwin�
It is now accepted� that a spatial population structure has more variety than
a panmictic population� The importance of this fact on evolution has been
however highly controversially discussed�

Wright 	Wri��� has argued that the best way to avoid being hung up on
a low �tness peak is to have the population broken up into many nearly
isolated subpopulations� Wright�s theory has three phases 	Wri�
�� Phase

� consists of the di�erentiation of innumerable small local populations by
more or less random processes that occasionally lead to higher peaks� Phase
� is the occupation of higher peaks by local mass selection� Phase � is the
di�usion of these succesful subpopulations throughout the species� followed
by the appearance of still more succesful centres of di�usion at points of
contact� Then the whole process starts again�

Fisher 	Fis
��� in contrast� argued that no such theory is needed� In a
highly multidimensional �tness surface� the peaks are not very high and are
connected by fairly high ridges� always shifting because of environmental
changes� According to Fisher� the analogy is closer to waves and troughs
in an ocean than in a static landscape� Alleles are selected because of their
average e�ects� and a population is unlikely to be ever in such a situation
that it can never be improved by direct selection based on additive variance�

The di�erence between these two views is not purely mathematical� but
physiological� Does going from one favored combination of alleles to another
often necessitate passing through genotypes that are of lower �tness� Fisher
argued that evolution typically proceeded in a succession of small steps� lead�
ing eventually to large di�erences by the accumulation of small ones� Ac�
cording to this view� the most e�ective population is a large panmictic one in
which statistical �uctuations are slight and each allele can be fairly tested in
combination with many others alleles� According to Wright�s view� a more
favorable structure is a large population broken up into subgroups� with mi�
gration su�ciently restricted �less than one migrant per generation and size






su�ciently small to permit appreciable local di�erentiation�
Four di�erent models for spatially structured populations have been in�

vestigated mathematically

� the one�island model

� the island model

� the stepping stone model

� the isolating by distance model

In the one�island model� an island and a large continent are considered�
The large continent continuously sends migrants to the island� In the island
model� the population is pictured as subdivided into a series of randomly
distributed islands among which migration is random�

In the stepping�stone model migration takes place between neighboring
islands only� One and two dimensional models have been investigated�

The isolation by distance model treats the case of continuous distribution
where e�ective demes are isolated by virtue of �nite home ranges � neigh�
borhoods of their members� For mathematical convenience it is asssumed
that the position of a parent at the time it gives birth relative to that of its
o�spring when the latter reproduces is normally distributed�

Felsenstein 	Fel�
� has shown that the isolating by distance model leads
to unrealistic clumping of individuals� He concluded� that this model is
biologically irrelevant� There have been many attempts to investigate spatial
population structures by computer simulations� but they did not have a major
in�uence� A good survey of the results of the di�erent population models
can be found in 	Fel���� Population models with oscillation like Darwin�s
continent cycle have not been dealt with�

The issue raised by Wright and Fisher is still not settled� Phase � of
Wright�s theory has been recently investigated by Crow 	CED���� He con�
cludes� �The importance of Wright�s shifting�balance theory remains uncer�
tain� but we believe whatever weaknesses it may have� they are not in the
third phase��

The problem of spatial population structures is now reappearing in the
theory of genetic algorithms� The plain GA is based on Fisher�s model� It
is a well known fact� that the GA su�ers from the problem of premature
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convergence� In order to solve this problem� many genetic algorithms en�
force diversi�cation explicitly� violating the biological metaphor� A popular
method is to accept an o�spring only if it is genetically more than a certain
factor di�erent from all the members of the population�

Our parallel genetic algorithm PGA tries to introduce diversi�cation more
naturally by a spatial population structure� Fitness and mating is restricted
to neighborhoods� In the PGA we have implemented the isolation by distance
model and the stepping stone model� The three phases of Wright�s theory can
actually be observed in the PGA� But the relative importance of the three
phases are di�erent than Wright believed� The small populations do not �nd
better peaks by random processes� The biggest changes of the population oc�
cur at the time after migration between the subpopulations� Recombinations
between immigrants and native individuals occasionally lead to higher peaks
which were not found by any of the subpopulations during isolation� This
behavior can easily be demonstrated in the application function optimization
� see 	M�uh��� for details� We can therefore state the following observation�

The creative forces of evolution take place at migration and few gener�

ations afterwards	 Wright
s argument that better peaks are found just by

chance in small subpopulations is wrong	

In our opinion the most important part of Wright�s theory is what Wright
postulated as �the appearance of still more succesful centres of di�usion at
points of contact��

We have not yet used Darwin�s continent cycle population structure for
optimization problems� because the results of the stepping stone model with
migration are already very good� We believe that the reason for this success
lies in the static �tness function� The �tness of an individual is given in a
closed form� It depends only on the genotype of the individual� The same is
true for the mathematical models where almost trivial �tness functions are
used�

We believe that static �tness functions cannot model real evolution� In
a real environment the �tness of an individual depends on the outcome ot
its interactions with other organisms in the environment� The �tness cannot
be speci�ed in advance� In order to investigate Darwin�s continent cycle we
decided to simulate an arti�cial ecology� In our ecology the interactions of
the individuals are modeled by a game� The �tness of the individual is the
sum of the payo�s the individual gets during its lifetime� We have chosen the
Iterated Prisoner�s Dilemma �IPD� because it has been investigated from a
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number of di�erent viewpoints�

� The arti�cial ecology

Over its ���year lifespan� the Iterated Prisoner�s Dilemma has been one of the
most frequently studied phenomena in economics� political science� sociology
and psychology � see Axelrod 	Axe��� for a survey� The basic prisoner�s
Dilemma is a two�person game� with each player having a choice of either
cooperating �C or defecting �D� A typical set of payo�s is presented below�

Move C D
C ��� ��

D 
�� ���

Given these payo�s� it is easily shown that mutual defection is the only
Nash equilibrium� Of course� the intrigue of the Prisoner�s Dilemma is that
this unique equilibrium is Pareto inferior to the mutual cooperation outcome�
If the basic Prisoner�s Dilemma is iterated� the resulting supergame is an
Iterated Prisoner�s Dilemma IPD� If the number of iterations is a known
�nite number� then a simple backward induction argument implies that the
only equilibrium is mutual defection in every round� However� if the game is
repeated a �nite� but unknown number of times� then cooperative behavior
can theoretically emerge�

The ecological approach to experimental games has added another di�
mension to the study of con�ict and cooperation in societies� John Maynard
Smith 	Smi��� introduced the evolutionary game theory� where the games
are played by a population of individuals� The higher the payo� of an in�
dividual� the more o�spring he will get� In this manner the most e�ective
strategies survive� A strategy is called evolutionary stable 	Smi���� if it can�
not be invaded by a single mutant strategy� The theory assumes that the
strategies are not changed during the course of evolution� In our simulations
the strategies are coded by genes� The strategies are constantly changed
by the parallel genetic algorithm� which uses mutation and crossing�over for
generating o�spring�
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� The method of investigation

There have been at least three attempts to investigate the IPD with genetic
algorithms� The �rst simulation was performed by Axelrod 	Axe���� Ax�
elrod considered strategies where the moves are based on the game�s past
three�move history� The major focus of Axelrod�s study was on strategies
evolving against a �xed environment� Each individual played against eight
representative strategies� Marks 	Mar��� extended the investigation to boot�

strap evolution� where the individuals play against each other� Miller 	Mil���
used �nite automata to represent strategies� Furthermore he investigated
the e�ect of informational accuracy on the outcome of the simulation� All
three researchers used the plain genetic algorithm for evolving the population�
They have been interested in equilibrium states and �optimal� strategies� We
concentrate on the evolution of the behavior of the total population�

In our simulations we use the parallel genetic algorithm PGA to simulate
the ecology� This gives us the possibility to investigate the importance of
spatial population structures on evolution� The PGA is de�ned as follows

Parallel Genetic Algorithm

STEP�� De�ne a genetic representation of the problem

STEP�� Create an initial population and its population structure

STEP�� Each individual does local hill�climbing

STEP�� Each individual selects a partner for mating in its neighborhood

STEP�� An o�spring is created with genetic crossover of the parents

STEP�� The o�spring does local hill�climbing� It replaces the parent� if it
is better than some criterion �acceptance

STEP	� If not �nished� return to STEP��

The PGA has been successfully applied to important optimization prob�
lems� The major enhancements to the plain genetic algorithm are the spatial
population structure� the distributed selection and the local hill�climbing�
The individuals are active� They look for a partner for mating in their
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neighborhood� The partner is chosen according to the preference of the indi�
viduals� The best individual in a neighborhood has the chance to get as many
o�spring as the global best individual of the population� The PGA therefore
has a very �soft� selection scheme� Each individual has the chance that on
average 
�� of its genes are contained in the chromosome of an o�spring�
The o�spring replaces the parent�

We have applied the PGA to many optimization problems� The PGA
outperforms the GA on many large complex optimization problems by far�
see 	MGSK��� 	M�uh��� 	M�uh��� for combinatorial optimization and 	MSB���
for function optimization� In fact� the PGA has solved large optimization
problems never solved before�

A similar observation has been reported by Tanese 	Tan���� Tanese imple�
mented a population structure which resembles the island model� The popu�
lation is divided into subpopulations� The subpopulations are connected by
a hypercube network� At each generation a speci�ed number of individuals
migrate to one of the neighboring subpopulations�

These results already show the advantage of spatial population structures
for solving optimization problems with a genetic algorithm� In order to in�
vestigate Darwin�s continent cycle theory we decided to simulate an arti�cial
ecology where the �tness of the individuals is not staticly speci�ed� In order
not to complicate the simulations our individuals are not allowed to improve
their �tness by learning�

We now turn to the problem of genetic representation of strategies�

� The genetic representation

There are at least two obvious ways to represent strategies as a genetic chro�
mosome� one is based on a simple table lookup� the other on �nite automa�
ton� We will discuss in this paper deterministic table lookup strategies� A
k�lookback strategy can be de�ned as a mapping of the outcome of the last
k moves into a new move� In the simplest case of just looking one play
back� a strategy can be de�ned by four entries in a table symbolizing the
four possible moves of the last game � DD�DC�CD�CC� In addition two bits
are necessary to specify the �rst move� The genetic representation of one�
lookback thus consists of six bits� This gives �� di�erent genotypes� Three
popular strategies are given below
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strategy
C    C C ALL�C
D  D D   ALL�D
C  D C D C TIT�FOR�TAT

The sign  denotes that the allele on this locus does not have any in�u�
ence on the performance of the strategy� There are twelve di�erent bitstrings
which all de�ne an ALL�C strategy� The problem of this straightforward ge�
netic representation is that we have a distinction between the representation
and the interpretation� The program which interprets the representation is
not part of the genetic speci�cation and therefore not subjected to the evo�
lution process� But we have a clear distinction between genotype� phenotype
and behavior� The genotype is mapped into some phenotype� the phenotype
together with the environment � in our case the other phenotypes de�nes
the strategy� Let us take the famous TIT�FOR�TAT as an example� In TIT�
FOR�TAT the player makes the move the opponent made the game before�
In an environment where only C is played� TIT�FOR�TAT cannot be distin�
guished from an ALL�C player� A di�erent behavior can only be recognized
if there exists an individual who occasionally plays D�

The mapping from genotype to phenotype is many�to�one� This makes a
behavior oriented interpretation of a given genetic representation very di��
cult� There exist no simple structure of the genotype space� The Hamming
distance between two ALL�C genetic representations can be as large as four�
whereas the Hamming distance between two very di�erent strategies like
ALL�C and ALL�D can be as small as one� An example is shown below

strategy
C C D D C C ALL�C
C C D D C D ALL�D

If we assume that the genetic operators mutation and crossing�over uni�
formly explore the genotype space� then strategies like ALL�C and ALL�D
will have a much higher chance to be generated than other strategies which
are less often represented� The genetic search is therefore biased by the ge�
netic representation� We believe that this e�ect is not a shortcoming of the
chosen representation� but that this feature models real life evolution� The
evolution has always to work within the constraints it creates for itself�
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The complex mapping between genotype and phenotype makes it di�cult
to estimate the outcome of a genetic operator� For example� a winning
strategy may be crossed with a losing strategy� giving in most cases a new
strategy� An ALL�D strategy which is crossed�over with an ALL�C strategy
gives with probability ��� ALL�D and with probability ��� ALL�C� With
probability ��� we get a strategy which is di�erent from the strategies of the
parents�

We believe that in our arti�cial ecology the crossover operator is too dis�
ruptive compared to real evolution� The same problem occurs if the genetic
representation is based on a �nite automaton� In order to solve this problem
we have to �nd a genetic representation which is based on a more complex
genetic machinery than simple bitstrings� It is outside the scope of this paper
to discuss this genetic machinery� We only want to mention that we have
to incorporate some ideas of models of self�reproduction proposed already in
the ���s�

The in�uence of spatial population structures is independent of the ge�
netic representation� therefore we will concentrate on this subject�

� Structured populations

Before we discuss some of the simulation results in detail we want to show by a
simple analysis how a spatial population structure in�uences the development
of strategies�

For simplicity we assume that we have a population� consisting of in�
habitants playing strategy I and invaders playing strategy J� Let s be the
proportion of invaders� We assume that s is very small� Furthermore the
invaders are clustered� We model this fact by a clustering factor k� Let
P �I� J denote the payo� of an individual playing strategy I against an in�
dividual playing strategy J � After invasion the �tness of the inhabitants can
be approximately computed as

F �I ! ��� s �
�� ks

� � s
 � P �I� I " s �

� � ks

�� s
P �I� J ��

The invaders have the �tness

F �J ! ��� ks � P �J� I " ks � P �J� J ��
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We see that for k ! � the invaders play against the inhabitants only� the
case k ! � gives the panmictic population normally considered in the theory
of evolutionary games� In the case of k � � we have a clustering e�ect� For
k ! s�� the invaders and the inhabitants play within their group only� This
is a very crude model of a structured population� but it can be used to show
some important points�

A strategy is called collective stable if no strategy can invade it� A new
strategy is said to invade if the newcomer gets a higher score than the native
startegy� For small s� this means

P �I� I � ��� ksP �J� I " ks � P �J� J ��

If we set p ! ks then the above inequality is identical to Axelrod�s p�
cluster invasion �	Axe���p����� It is now easily seen that even ALL�C can
withstand the invasion of ALL�D� if there is a strong preference for each
strategy to play only against each other� With our payo� values we obtain
that ALL�C will not be invaded for k � ��
s���

The above model can be applied to a population structure consisting
of groups of individuals playing the same strategy� Each individual in a
group has the same number of contests with individuals of other groups�
The number of contests between the inhabitants compared to the number
of contests between inhabitants and invaders de�ne the clustering factor k�
Then the �tness is given by formulas �� and ���

In a one�dimensional spatial population structure with �xed neigborhoods
the situation is more di�cult� The contest between the strategies happens at
the boundary of the neighborhoods� whereas the individuals in the interior
play only against members of their own group� In this spatial structure the
success of the invasion is therefore totally determined by the outcomes at the
boundary�

It is almost impossible to investigate realistic spatial population struc�
tures by analytical methods� one has to use simulations� This was �rst done
by Axelrod �	Axe���pp�
������ Axelrod investigated a simple ��D struc�
ture where each player had four neigbors� The selection was very strong�
If a player had one or more neighbors which had been more successful� the
player converted to the strategy of the most successful of them� Axelrod�s
major conclusion was that mutual cooperation can be sustained in a �not too
highly connected territorial system at least as easy as it can be in a freely
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mixing system� We will extend Axelrod�s work� First� di�erent population
structures are compared and second� the strategies evolve controlled by the
genetic algorithm�

	 Simulation results

In our simulation we have investigated the following population structures

� a small panmictic population

� a large panmictic population�
�� individuals

� a panmictic population with randomly selected neighbors�seven

� a one�dimensional population �ring structure with four neighbors

� a cycle between a ring population and a panmictic population

� a cycle between ten islands populations and a panmictic population

In a panmictic population each individual plays against each other� in a
spatial population structure the individuals play only against their neighbors�
In a panmictic population with randomly selected neighbors the individuals
play only against these neighbors� Most of the experiments have been done
with a small population of 
� individuals� Detailed simulation results can be
found in 	Bat���� We outline in this paper only the major facts supporting
or disproving Darwin�s argument� In our simulations we used ��lookback
strategies� They can be coded by �� bits� This gives ��� di�erent genotypes�

In the �rst set of simulations we started with a population where the ini�
tial strategies had been randomly generated� Figures � to � show the results�
In the �gures the minimum payo�� the maximum payo� and the average
payo� of the population is plotted multiplied by the factor ���� All four
populations cooperate most of the time� The small panmictic population
�
� individuals arrives at generation �� at cooperation� It occasionally may
change to non�cooperative behavior� This happened in our simulations at
least until generation 
��� The large population �
�� individuals arrives at
cooperation at �rst� The equilibrium is stable� the variety of strategies is
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smaller than for the small panmictic population� The ring population sup�
ports a large variety of strategies� The maximum payo� oscillates between �
and 
� the minimum payo� around ��
 and �� The average payo� is between
��
 and �� In �gure � the continent cycle is simulated� Every �� generations
the continent breaks into �� islands� After �� generations the islands recon�
vert to a continent� The simulation starts with �� islands� The simulation
shows that during the continent phase the variation of the strategies is re�
duced� The population arrives late at cooperation� but the average �tness
does not drop below ���� Overall the population remains at cooperation�

Figures � to � show individual runs which are �representative�� Each
individual experiment has been repeated �� times� The results are qualitative
as described� The �gures are what we believe �average� runs� Because of
the stochastic nature of the individual runs � especially the runs with small
populations  it makes no sense to average the �tness over the �� di�erent
runs� A small panmictic population for instance occasionally changes to a
non�cooperative behavior for a certain time� The time when this will happen
cannot be predicted�

The above measure� the average �tness of the population and its variance�
are suited to investigate Darwin�s arguments qualitatively� Batz 	Bat��� has
also used a more di�cult measure like the distribution of classes of strategies�
We have shortly discussed the problem of classi�cation of genetic speci�ed
strategies in section �� We postpone a thourough discussion of this problem
to a later paper�

This �rst set of experiments shows the in�uence of the number of in�
dividuals and of the population structure on evolution� A large panmictic
population has the smallest variety and nothing new happens� Evolution
within a continent cycle seems to be very robust� The ring population has
the largest variety�

The di�erence between a large panmictic population and a small one
is also shown in �gures 
 and �� The simulation of the large population
started with three prede�ned strategies � 
 ALL�D� ��� ALL�C and 
 TFT�
The population arrives after �� generations at non�cooperative behavior and
stays there� Similarly the small population started with 
 ALL�D� �� ALL�C
and 
 TFT� In �gure � two di�erent selection schemes are compared� With
the PGA�selection the average payo� of the small population decreases only
a little and the small population arrives at cooperation at about generation
�
�� If a stronger selection scheme is used� in our case both parents are
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selected proportional to their �tness� then the small population �rst turns to
non�cooperative behavior� but it arrives at cooperation earlier than with the
PGA selection�

The result of this experiment can also be explained mathematically� The
initial �tness of the strategies can easily be computed� In the small popula�
tion the �tness of ALL�D is given by

F �ALL�D ! �� " ��� " 
��� ! ����

Similarly we obtain F �TFT  ! ���� and F �ALL � C ! ����� For the
large population we get F �All � D � 
� F �TFT  � �� F �ALL � C � ��
The di�erence of the �tness between ALL�D and TFT is larger in the large
population� This explains the successs of ALL�D in the large population�
ALL�D has only success in the small population if a strong selection is used�
The �soft� selection scheme of the PGA slows down the spreading of ALL�D
individuals� In this case the population does not settle on non�cooperation�
but in takes longer to arrive at cooperation�

The ring population oscillates as in �gure �� The selection scheme of
the PGA is too soft for this population structure� In order to implement a
higher selection pressure we introduced an acceptance test of the o�spring�
In the �rst scheme the o�spring replaced the parent only if it won the IPD
against the parent� The e�ect was dramatical� Now the population always
settled on non�cooperative behavior� The situation changed with our second
scheme� This extension we called the family game� Each mating produces
two o�spring� After the mating the family consisting of the two parents and
the two o�spring plays an IPD tournament� The winner replaces the parent�
With this selection scheme the population settled on cooperative behavior�
The explanation of the result is simple� In the IPD non�cooperative strategies
can be eliminated if the cooperative individuals stick together� In a single
contest� ALL�D can never be beaten� It is outside the scope of this paper to
compare the family game with kin selection proposed in sociobiology �	WD���
�

In �gure � we investigate the invasion of an ALL�C population by a
cluster of 
 ALL�D individuals� At the beginning the ALL�D population
is living on a separate island� Nothing interesting happens� The average
of the �tness of the population remains constant� After �� generations the
islands are converted to a continent� Now ALL�D invades the population�

��



The population is rapidly changing to non�cooperation� But it takes only
two continent cycles and the population is again at cooperation� In a single
panmictic population ALL�D successfully invades the population� Then the
population stays at non�cooperative behavior if the population is large �e�g�

�� individuals�

We believe that our simulations con�rm Darwin�s arguments� This is
also demonstrated in �gure �� Here the average �tness of the population is
shown for �ve di�erent population structures� The simulation started with a
homogeneous ALL�D population� We investigated whether the populations
will change to cooperation�

Figure � shows the result� We see that the population which is sub�
jected to the continent cycle is �rst to arrive at cooperation� This result was
consistent in ten runs� A closer analysis of the strategies showed that the
winning cooperative strategies are not naive like ALL�C� but they resemble
TIT�FOR�TAT�

In a further set of experiments we changed the game during the course of
the simulation� for instance we changed the IPD to the chicken game� The
spatial structured populations adapted much faster to the new game than
a large panmictic population� This is one of the extensions that have been
already proposed by Axelrod for investigation �	Axe���p�����


 Conclusion

Theoretical biology has almost neglected Darwin�s true evolution theory� We
have investigated some of Darwin�s arguments in support of his continent
cycle theory by simulating an arti�cial ecology� The simulations are based
on highly simpli�ed assumptions� The populations are very small and the
sexual reproduction has no sexual di�erentiation between male and female�
The most important simpli�cation is that each individual can mate with each
other� Therefore we have one species only in our ecology� But the number of
di�erent species is the original performance measure of Darwin�s continent
cycle theory�

We are now trying to extend our model� This model will be more ecologi�
cally oriented and contain food webs� It is part of the �conventional wisdom�
of modern ecology that an increase in the number of links in the food web in�
creases the stability of the ecosystem �	WB���p����� In order to derive this

��



result arguments similar to Darwin�s arguments concerning the development
of species on a large continent are used� The result is questioned by May who
showed that in mathematical models increasing complexity of the food web
tends to beget diminished stability �	May���p��� May suggests that �the
interplay between migration and extinction in a number of local populations
in a spatially heterogeneous environment can have a stabilizing e�ect�� So
we �nd the same problem of spatial population structures in these models�

But the main advantage of simulations can already be glimpsed from the
experiments reported in this paper� Simulations provide a new intellectual
perspective on evolution� Instead of having to rely only on observations of
real biological systems �like Darwin or standard mathematical models �like
Wright� we are able to approach genetics and evolution as a theoretical
design problem� The scienti�c value of the simulations is mainly given by
the methodological questions� not by an individual simulation run�

Science in the past simpli�ed evolution� just to obtain evolution models
which could be dealt with mathematically� In using simulation there arises
another problem� A single simulation run gives no scienti�c insight� it has to
be carefully interpreted� We have shown that a slight change of the selection
scheme can dramatically change the result of the simulation�

Von Neumann already pointed out that there are two ways in which a
theory of automata �or any research in arti�cial life might prove useful� The
�rst way is that �some of the regularities which we observe in the organization
of natural organisms may be instructive in our thinking and planning of
arti�cial automata�� The second is the converse of the �rst� � A good deal
of our experiences and di�culties with our arti�cial automata can be to some
extent projected on our interpretations of natural organisms�� We try to use
the parallel genetic algorithm in both ways�

Acknowledgement� The author thanks M� Batz who made the simula�
tion experiments�
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Figure �� Small panmictic population �
� individuals
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Figure �� Ring population
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Figure 
� Large population� initial population 
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